A Preliminary Evaluation Study to Determine the Effectiveness of Infra-Red Photography for the Rapid Visualisation of Gun Shot Residue on Fabric
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Abstract

Infrared (IR) photography has been shown to be a proficient technique for the examination of documents, blood traces and ageing of skin injuries. However, its application in relation to the visualisation of latent Gunshot Residue (GSR) deposits has, until now, been significantly under researched. This paper evaluates the effectiveness of IR photography as a rapid technique for GSR visualisation on different fabric types.

The Attestor Forensics Scene View BV800 viewing system was used to visualise GSR deposits, produced by a Glock 17 9x19mm and 9mm Luger ammunition, on four different fabric types and at three firing distances of 50mm, 200mm and 1000mm. The results demonstrate that IR photography can produce comparable results to other GSR visualisation techniques, without the limitations of disturbing the sample's structure or being obstructed by certain material types.
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Introduction

Firearm related incidents in England and Wales constitutes 0.2% of all police recorded crime. Of those cases, 56% involved a firearm discharge [1]. Despite this seemingly small number of crimes, the community and societal impact of gun crime are considerable, leading to the intensification of violent behaviour, robbery, drug dealing and prostitution, posing a major risk to public safety [2-4].

During the investigation of firearms incidents Gunshot Residue (GSR) is often the only evidence providing a link between the scene, the shooter and the firearm itself [5]. In general, Forensic Ballistics remains one of the most underdeveloped and under researched areas of forensic practice, with the complex and dynamic nature of GSR formation being frequently contested [6,7]. In the United Kingdom (UK) both Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) (2013) and the Forensic Science Regulator (FSR) (2015) believe that the standard of forensic procedures relating to firearms evidence, is not meeting regulatory requirements [8,9]. The regulator concluded that, these sub-standard practices were due to insufficient knowledge and inconsistent levels of expertise among staff, combined with the use of unaccredited processes and techniques [9]. This is unsurprising, given that the regulatory standards for the firearms evidence procedures are in their preliminary stages [10].

Despite the complex mechanics of GSR formation and deposition, it frequently presents repeatable features, which are characteristic of variable changes, such as distance or ammunition type [11-13]. However, many academics have criticised the evidential value of such determinations, on the basis that insufficient data exists regarding the true extent of the influence that variables, such as rate of deposition, transferal and persistence have upon GSR deposits. They argue that this makes it difficult to determine the probative value of such evidence and subsequently impedes its judicial worth [14-16].

Researchers have endeavoured to use Bayesian networks to overcome the complexities of GSR analysis imposed by the vast number of conflicting variables and concluded that, despite Bayesian systems providing a structure for the systematic analysis of the combined influence that multiple variables have upon GSR formation, its output is dependent upon the validity of the research conducted at each variable level [14,15]. Taking these factors into account it is clear that further research must be undertaken into cost-effective forensic techniques, which are efficient, whilst advancing their forensic ballistics capabilities and enhancing the analysis and subsequent evidential value of GSR evidence.
A key limitation of GSR analysis is that few visualisation techniques can be conducted at the crime scene [17]. This is a major disadvantage as packaging and transportation of samples often causes damage to fragile GSR deposits, reducing the probative and evidential value [18-21]. Alternative Light Sources (ALS) have been utilised as a quick and non-destructive method to enhance the visualisation of GSR for distance determination on clothing, using an optimum wavelength range of 440-580nm [22]. ALS has been shown to provide poor results for fabrics with tight weaves and dark colours or backgrounds as they fluoresce, obscuring the GSR deposit [6,22,23].

Digital Infrared (IR) photography could address these issues; as its portability allows it to be easily transported to scenes for in-situ examinations and its unobtrusive nature leaves the deposits’ physical structures undisturbed, thus demonstrating advantages over other techniques, such as chemical tests [7,24]. Despite these obvious advantages, little research has been undertaken on IR photography’s proficiency as a GSR visualisation technique [25].

IR photography allows visualisation of otherwise invisible GSR on multiple types of clothing, varying in colour and fibre typology, with rayon producing the best results [24,26]. It is also capable of visualising GSR deposits that would otherwise be obscured by bloodstained or patterned materials [27]. Although accurate, previous research is limited, given that it only uses three different material types and the effect of increasing distance was not examined.

This research will examine the effectiveness of digital IR photography for the visualisation of GSR using a multidimensional approach which evaluates the influences of both increasing distance and material type.

Materials and Methods

Firing was carried out within a 50m indoor police shooting range, the air was still and the air-conditioning was turned off [28]. All shots were fired by a police firearms specialist. The angle of firing was maintained at ninety degrees to the target [29]. The Glock 17, 9x19mm handgun was selected for this study, as handguns are regularly observed within UK gun crimes. The type of ammunition utilized was 9mm Luger 124 GRAIN HST tactical law enforcement ammunition and was selected based on its availability.

To effectively evaluate the relationship between each fibre’s differing chemical and structural properties and visualisation of GSR, two of the most common fibre types were taken from each of the two main classifications; natural and man-made [30]. From the natural classification, wool and cotton were selected; for the man-made classification, viscose and polyester were selected; with each item of clothing in varying shades of the same blue colour, comprising 100% of the desired fibre source. Six 250mm square sections were cut from each of the four garments and stapled to a shooting target. Three distances were selected, 50mm, 200mm and 1000mm [12,31-33]. Two samples of each material were shot through at each distance, producing twenty-four samples in total.

Post shooting, the target samples were packaged individually into paper evidence bags, compliant with forensic regulations [34]. No two target samples were placed within the same bag and each bag was labelled with the date, time, firing distance and material type. The samples were then transported back to the laboratory for analysis.

Analysis of the GSR deposits was first undertaken with standard visible light. A 35 mm Nikon D-70 camera fitted with a Nikon Nikkor AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 G lens was utilised to photograph the GSR deposits within the visible light spectrum. The camera was mounted on a copy stand, with the camera-to-sample distance varying between 20cm to 40cm.

For the examination of the samples under IR photography the Attestor Forensics Scene View BV800 viewing system was utilised. This system was able to visualise light at wavelengths of 850nm, thus falling within the IR spectrum [26]. Before any GSR sample photographs were taken, IR photographs were taken of the remaining segments of the fabrics which had not been shot, acting as a control to evaluate any background fluorescence which may be mistaken for GSR deposits.

To analyse the effectiveness of IR photography, comparisons were made regarding four features of the GSR deposits against standard visual examination. Four data-sets were originally recorded regarding the dimensions of the GSR originating from the bullet hole (left, right, up and down), a method adapted from Gerard et al. [35]. However, due to the complexity of analysing these four data-sets under both IR and visual examinations, they were combined to produce the GSR lateral and vertical diameters. The approximate number of the larger independent residue particles was recorded, referring to the larger independent solid formed fragments, opposed to the much smaller collective smoke particles, which constitute the vaporous soot residue [35-37]. Given limitations regarding available technology to accurately measure the residual density, a reference scale was created, based upon the observations of Tugcu et al., Brozek-Mucha and Haag & Haag [38–40] (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale Number</th>
<th>Description of Residue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No visible smoke/soot residue, only bullet wipe visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Little or no visible smoke/soot residue, only a wide scattering of larger particles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Smoke/soot residue is present, however only forming a partially grey clouding and its visibility is variable. Large particles are present and numerous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Very thick and dense particle or smoke/soot residue deposited around the bullet hole, often accompanied by burn-marks. This forms a black/grey mass that gradually weakens with distance. Few larger particles present.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Reference scale corresponding to the residue density
Statistical analysis, including a one-way between-groups analysis of variance, were conducted using a Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to determine the impact that the distance of firing and the target material had upon the formation and constituency of GSR deposits.

Results

Under basic visual examination (utilising the visible light camera), GSR could only be identified on three of the four materials at the 50mm firing distance, with polyester displaying no visible GSR. At 200mm minor traces of GSR were visible on one viscose and one cotton target. At 1000mm no GSR was visualised on any material. Using IR visualisation GSR deposits were identified on all target materials at all distances, with the exception of one viscose target at 1000mm.

Under visual analysis the mean vertical and lateral diameters of GSR deposits at 50mm on all materials were 52.8mm and 62.4mm respectively. Under IR photography the mean vertical and lateral diameters were larger at 75.5mm and 70.4mm respectively. At 200mm the mean vertical and lateral diameters under visual analysis demonstrate reductions to 8.8mm and 11.3mm respectively, however under IR analysis they are seen to increase 105.5mm and 108mm (Figures 1, 2 and 3).

Under IR examination, the lateral diameters on 96% of the targets across all distances were on average 149mm wider; vertical diameters on 88% of targets across all distances showed an average increase of 470mm in dispersal.

**Figure 1:** Comparison of the GSR deposits spatial distribution at the 50mm firing distance, under IR examination (Left) and visual examination (right). The occurrence of two rings with the same colour represents the two shot that were taken for each material type, the absence of a particular colour ring demonstrates that no GSR was identified

**Figure 2:** Comparison of the GSR deposits spatial distribution at the 200mm firing distance, under IR examination (left) and visual examination (right)
The average residue densities of the GSR deposits increased under IR analysis at all distances (Figure 4). The residue density and frequency of the larger independent particles, identified upon the polyester targets, were less than the other material types; with viscose producing the most. Only the results produced under IR examination were used for the statistical analysis of the effects increasing distance and differing target material had upon the formation of the GSR.

A one-way between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to determine the impact that the target clothing material had upon the formation and constituency of GSR deposits when visualised using IR photography. By establishing the four material types as independent variables, significant differences could be identified within the recorded scores of the four features of GSR.

There was no statistically significant difference within the four recorded features of GSR deposits at the p < .05 level across the different categories of material. GSR lateral diameter: F (3, 23) =.119, p=.948; GSR vertical diameter: F (3, 23) =.563, p=.646; the approximate number of the larger independent particles: F (3, 23) =.424, p=.738; Residue density: F (3, 23) =.197, p=.897.
Overall GSR adhered less frequently to the polyester targets, with the GSR lateral diameters an average of 940mm smaller, than those identified upon the other targets, and the vertical diameters being an average of 239mm smaller. Conversely, the other man-made target material, viscose, showed the greatest propensity for retention of GSR deposits. The GSR lateral diameters identified upon the viscose targets were on average 170mm larger than those identified on the other targets and their vertical diameters were an average of 745mm larger.

A one-way between-groups analysis of variance was conducted to determine the impact that the distance of firing had upon the formation and constituency of GSR deposits when visualised using IR Photography. Measurements were based upon four features of the GSR deposits, the residue diameters laterally and vertically, the residue density and the approximate number of the larger independent particles. There were no statistically significant differences at the \( p < .05 \) level for the recordings of the residue's diameters laterally or vertically. GSR lateral diameter: \( F (2, 23) =1.739, p=.2 \); GSR vertical diameter: \( F (2, 23) =2.054, p=.153 \); the approximate number of the larger independent particles: \( F (3, 23) =.424, p=.738 \); Residue density: \( F (3, 23) =.197, p=.897 \).

The frequency of the larger independent particles revealed statistical significance at the \( p < .05 \) level for the three distances: \( F (2, 23) = 9.4, p=.001 \). The effectual size, calculated using eta squared, was .47. Post-hoc analysis using the Bonferroni test demonstrated that the number of these larger particles at 50mm (\( M=77.75, SD=55.35 \)) was statistically different than at 200mm (\( M=171.38, SD=68.43 \)) and 200mm itself statistically different from 1000mm (\( M=60.5, SD=36.71 \)). However, the 1000mm group was not statistically different from the 50mm group.

Upon the 200mm targets a residual ring could be observed, outside of the central residue pattern (Figure 5).

**Figure 5:** Example of residual ring observed on cotton target at 200mm

**Discussion**

Visual analysis of GSR distributions is augmented under IR examination, significantly enhancing the visualization of GSR upon all target materials. The results correlate strongly with other studies which have utilised chemical treatments, alternative light sources and x-ray fluorescence [6,22,24,41-44].

The fact that GSR was identified upon the 1000mm target is significant, given that other techniques, such as X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and ALS, have been limited to identifying GSR from firing distances under 600 mm [22,44,45]. Comparison between the results for the GSR lateral diameters and those produced by Bailey, Casanova and Bufkin, suggest that IR photography is superior at visualising GSR compared to the Modified Greiss Test (MGT) [46].

However, this comparison is limited; as even though the distribution of GSR particles has been shown to be similar across pistols it is highly dependent on the ammunition used [47]. Differing ammunition types have been shown to cause significant variance within GSR deposits, thus reducing the validity of cross-study comparisons and the extrapolation of results to other handguns and ammunition [28,48].
The results also suggest that differences within target material fibre typology will not impact the formation or consistency of GSR deposits, opposing what is suggested within the literature [6,39]. A potential explanation for these conflicting results is that the detection of GSR is not dependent upon the fibre morphology of the material, but rather upon its colour and weave rigidity, with darker backgrounds offering the least visible deposits; explaining the variance observed across the four material types [22,31].

Despite previous research suggesting that natural fibres, such as cotton or wool, demonstrate the greatest adherence of frequencies, it is therefore surprising that in this study man-made viscose fibres showed the highest propensity for adherence [31,39,49]. However, a previous study that utilised IR photography concluded that rayon fabrics displayed the highest frequencies of GSR particles [24]. Rayon and viscose fibres adopt very similar structures and are manufactured from cellulose molecules containing identical hydroxyl groups meaning that these results demonstrate that IR photography is particularly good at enhancing the visualisation of GSR upon manmade cellulolytic fibres [50]. These findings suggest that the characteristics of materials will inhibit some visualisation techniques more than others, with IR photography being most efficient on darker man-made fabric compared to XRF and ALS [6,24,27,44].

![Figure 6: The relationship between the mean lateral diameters of the GSR deposits and the distance of firing](image)

![Figure 7: The relationship between the approximate numbers of the larger independent particles and increasing firing distance](image)

There is an increasing association between the firing distance and the GSR lateral diameters, this is unsurprising given that such a correlation is prominent within the literature [40,41,51] (Figure 6). The reason that this correlation did not reach statistical
significance, is likely due to the low number of independent variables (distances) tested, thus not permitting the mean difference to reach significance. Alongside distance the frequency of the larger particles increases, until an unknown point between 200mm and 1000mm is reached, in which this frequency starts decreasing (Figure 7).

This increasing positive correlation between the firing distance and the frequency of GSR particles, displayed by the 50mm and 200mm distances, was not unsurprising, given the literature's indication of such a result [39,52]. Additionally, referring back to the conflicting results regarding the relationship between the larger GSR partial frequencies and increasing range, these results appear to support Dillon and Brozek-Mucha [53,54].

The oscillation displayed by the rising and falling of the frequency of the larger GSR particles across increasing firing distances, has been similarly observed by Brozek-Mucha and Santos et al., for the constituent particles Sb and Br. Therefore, referring back to the concepts proposed by Chang et al. and Turillazzia et al., it is likely that at firing distances of 200mm, the amplified energies of these larger particles is at equilibrium with the resistance force of the atmosphere [5,13,39,55]. So as the distance advances beyond this point, the resistance force will increase, thus gaining dominance, meaning that increasingly fewer particles will reach the target. Therefore, indicating that Bhattacharyya’s theoretical model is only applicable to firing distances under approximately 200mm [56].

The residual ring outside the central residue pattern on the 200mm targets is an unexpected observation, as the literature describes a simple linear decrease in GSR residue intensification away from the bullet hole [35-37]. This pattern does reflect previous findings which show that these rings are consistent with heavy metal/lead free ammunition, due to the higher quantities of Gadolinium (Gd) [44]. However, this type of ammunition was not used during this experiment. The identification of this gadolinium residue pattern, raises questions regarding IR photography’s potential to identify GSR originating from lead or heavy metal free ammunition. XRF and SEM analysis have previously been utilised to visualise GSR originating from such ammunitions [43,57,58]. The identification of this pattern typology strengthens IR photography’s validity as a GSR visualisation technique by demonstrating its ability to detect differing forms of constituent GSR particles.

**Conclusion**

The aim of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of IR photography as a rapid and efficient technique for GSR visualisation and the results indicate that IR photography significantly enhances the visualization of GSR upon all target materials. From a practical perspective the unobtrusiveness of IR photography clearly demonstrates a significant advantage over the often destructive nature of chemical tests [6].

From a practical standpoint, IR photography’s capacity to visualise GSR deposits upon target materials, irrespective of the fabric morphology, is of significant importance given that it strengthens the evidential value of distance determinations, by reducing variable level inconsistencies, which has informed previous criticisms regarding the evidential value of determinations derived from GSR analysis [14,15,59]. Moreover, this demonstrates another advantage of IR photography over XRF and ALS, given that their effectiveness can be diminished by particular colours or thicknesses.

Overall, given that such correlations regarding GSR formation were identified, demonstrates IR photography’s propensity to provide an early assessment tool for samples suspected of containing GSR deposits. A crucial advantage, as only the most beneficial samples will be referred for more advanced and costly examinations [60]. Despite IR photography producing comparable results to other techniques, such as XRF, ALS and chemical tests, its portable and non-destructive nature offers greater practicality than these methods; making IR photography a suitable technique when considering budgetary and capability limitations [45,51,60].
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